Rashba spin-orbit coupling emerges in materials lacking of structural inversion symmetry, such as heterostructures, quantum wells, surface alloys and polar materials, just to mention few examples. It yields a coupling between the spin and momentum of electrons formally identical to that arising from the weakly-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation. The purpose of the present work is to give an overview of the unconventional dc transport properties of two-dimensional metals with strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling, discussing in addition the effects of thermal broadening.
Introduction
Recently new materials have emerged with a remarkably strong Rashba [1, 2, 3] spin-orbit coupling. Examples range from bulk polar semiconductors, such as BiTeI, to flat Dirac materials and surface alloys. These are two-or three-dimensional materials where the SO coupling can be made much larger than all other relevant energy scales, thereby reaching a regime where only carriers with a given helicity are allowed in the system, i.e. the dominant spinorbit (DSO) coupling regime. In this regime we expect that not only spindependent phenomena but all the properties of the system, will be strongly affected by SO interaction, implying that they can be in principle tuned by changing the SO interaction strength, as in the celebrated Datta-Das transistor [4] . In these regards, understanding whether and how spin-orbit coupling affects the charge transport properties of materials turns out to be particularly relevant. Besides its fundamental interest, answering this question would indeed allow to clarify if the electrostatic control of Rashba coupling may be used to manipulate the conductivity of a Rashba metal and, at the same time, if signatures of Rashba coupling can be found in transport measurements.
To this end, in the present work we give an overview of the unconventional dc transport properties characterizing materials in the DSO regime, first studied by us in Refs. [5, 6] , discussing in addition the effects of thermal broadening.
In this paper we will focus on the low-temperature transport properties of metals determined by the elastic scattering of electrons from static impurities. In weakly disordered samples, when the wavelength of the electrons is much smaller than their mean free path, transport can be described quasiclassically. The DC conductivity, σ, then follows Drude's law
where n is the density of charge carriers, m their effective mass and τ tr denotes the transport scattering time. For an ordinary two-dimensional metal, at low temperatures, when all inelastic processes are thermally suppressed, τ tr is a constant, i.e. τ tr = τ 0 , and the conductivity scales linearly with the electronic density.
In two recent works [5, 6] , focused respectively on two-and three-dimensional systems, we showed that in the presence of Rashba spin-orbit coupling this picture breaks down and σ dc has a non-trivial dependence on the Rashba energy and on the electronic density even at T = 0. More specifically, we demonstrated that, in the DSO regime, when the energy associated with Rashba coupling, E 0 , overcomes the Fermi energy, or equivalently the electron density goes below a threshold value n 0 = 2mE 0 /(π ) 2 , σ dc obeys the approximate formula in two dimensions:
while at n > n 0 the dc conductivity σ dc coincides with σ 0 Drude ≡ ne 2 τ 0 /m, i.e. Eq.(1) when τ tr = τ 0 .
The non-linearity of σ as a function of n provides a clear signaturefor the DSO regime that can be relevant for a wide class of two-dimensional metals including surface alloys [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , layered bismuth tellurohalides [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] , HgTe quantum wells [19] and interfaces between complex oxides [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] . Indeed, in all these cases the lack of inversion symmetry induces a Rashba SO coupling [3, 2] considerably stronger than what found in traditional III-V semiconductor heterostructures [35, 36] . In addition, the carrier density can be tuned by means of gate field effect or chemical doping, allowing one to use the predicted behavior (2) of σ dc as a function of n to estimate the Rashba energy E 0 . As we shall see, Eq.(2) stems from the appearance [37] at n < n 0 of an "anomalous" contribution to the current, that instead vanishes, due to vertex corrections when n > n 0 .
Model
We consider a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in the presence of disorder and Rashba spin-orbit coupling. The Hamiltonian can be written as follows: H = where E 0 = mα 2 /2 while p 0 = mα. As one can see in Figure 1 E 0 corresponds to the energy difference between the lower band-edge and the "degeneracy point" where the two bands touch. In the following we measure the Fermi energy from the lower band edge so that E F = E 0 corresponds to the degeneracy point and the threshold density n 0 is approximately (apart from band-renormalization effects due to disorder) the electronic density corresponding to E F = E 0 . In Fig.1 we can clearly distinguish two regimes, the high-density (HD) regime corresponding to E F > E 0 where both chiral bands are occupied and the dominant spin-orbit (DSO) regime, E F < E 0 , where only states with negative chirality are allowed at zero temperature. In both cases the Fermi surface consists of two circles, however, in the HD regime states belonging to the two Fermi circles have opposite helicities while in the DSO regime they belong to the same helicity band. As we show below and as it has been discussed in Ref. [5] , this fact yields dramatic changes in the transport and single-particle properties as the Fermi level is swept across the degeneracy point. To describe these changes, in a compact fashion it would be highly desirable to have a unified classification of the the eigenstates across the different regimes. To this end, following the route outlined in Ref. [5] , we introduce the concept of transport helicity.
Velocity and transport helicity
The transport helicity operator,η is defined as:
where S is the standard helicity operator and v = ∇ k H is the velocity operator. In the presence of Rashba spin-orbit coupling the latter acquires a spin structure and in the spin basis it is given by
while in the helicity basis, it is represented by the following matrix:
where v ks = ∇ k E s k =k(k/m + sα) denotes the quasi-particle velocity andt k is defined ast k = {k y /k, −k x /k}.
From the above equations, it is straightforward to show that the operator η commutes with the Hamiltonian of the clean system and it allows to classify univocally the states belonging the two Fermi circles both in the HD and in the DSO regime. The inner Fermi circle indeed always corresponds to η = 1 while the outer one corresponds to η = −1. More precisely, states on the outer Fermi circles always have negative helicity and the velocity parallel to the momentum, while on the inner Fermi both the helicity and the longitudinal component of the velocity change sign as the Fermi level crosses the degeneracy point, see Fig.2 . Beside the helicity eigenstates basis, {|ks } we can thus define a transport helicity basis as {|Ek η }. As first shown in Ref. [5] , the latter allows one to give a unified description of the transport properties of the Rashba model.
Born scattering in the presence of Rashba spin-orbit coupling
Disorder effects can be accounted for both in the spin and in the helicity basis. In the helicity basis spanned by the states |ks , the impurity Hamiltonian has the form
where a k = (a k+ , a k− ) and a † k = (a † k+ , a † k− ) destroy and create electrons in a given helicity state. The above equation implies that to each impurityscattering vertex, changing the electron momentum from k to p, one has to associate the spin rotation U † p U k . In spite of this apparent complication, as shown in detail in the supplementary of Ref. [5] the choice to work in the helicity-basis allows for a simpler identification of the most relevant terms that appear in the final result and a more transparent comparison with Boltzmann approach. On the other hand the calculation in the spin basis allows to exploit the symmetry of the model to simplify the integrals and it can be most easily generalized to situations where the spectrum is non-isotropic such as in the presence of a magnetic field and in the case of bulk Rashba metals [6] . Here we start by giving an outline of the calculation in the spin basis and we use the helicity basis mainly to discuss the final results and illustrate their physical meaning. We assume that disorder is generated by diluted shortrange impurities such that we can set V imp (q) = 1/V j e iq·R j v imp with R j denoting the position of the impurities and
where ... imp denotes the average over the impurity position and n i is the impurity density. Under these assumptions, within Born approximation, the effects of disorder on the system can be quantified by the elastic scattering rate in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, Γ 0 = mn i v 2 imp /2.
Green's function
The Green's function obeys the standard Dyson equation:
Σ, where G 0 is the Green's function of the Rashba model in the absence of disorder and Σ is the self-energy.
Specifically, in the spin basis, G 0 is represented by the following matrix:
where ε l is a fermionic Matsubara frequency and
is the bare Green's function of each chiral eigenstate. Within the self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA), Σ(p, iε n ) is determined by solving the following equation
which corresponds the "wigwam diagram" depicted in Fig. 3 as described e.g. in Refs. [45, 46] . Note that equation (14) is in general a matrix equation, The solid line correspond to the dressed Green function, G, the dashed lines to scattering with impurities, while the crosses indicate averaging over disorder [45, 46] .
however for our simple model, it admits a momentum-and spin-independent solution. Indeed, setting [Σ(p, i n )] αβ = Σ(i n )δ αβ , the momentum dependent part on the r.h.s. of this equation, coming from the second term in equation (13), averages to zero at each order. By analytical continuation to real frequencies of Eq. (14) (see e.g. [46] ) we obtain the following self-consistent equations for the the retarded self-energy
and for the scattering rate Γ
where g
To simulate a finite Brillouin zone, in Eq. 15 we introduced an upper momentum cut-off, p c . The latter is needed, in particular, to regularize the real part of the self-energy, Re[Σ R (ω)], which would otherwise diverge logarithmically at the band edge, see e.g. Ref. [47] . In these regards, we notice that, contrarily to what happens in standard half-filled systems where Re[Σ R (ω)] is approximately ω-independent and it can be absorbed in a redefinition of the Fermi level, in the low-doping regime investigated here Re[Σ R (ω)] acquires a non-trivial frequency dependence. We thus need to calculate self-consistently both
. Such self-consistent solution yields the elastic scattering rate, Γ = −Im[Σ R (0)] and the renormalized density of states
The electronic density at a temperature T is given by
+ + + .. + where f (ε, T ) is the Fermi function, f (ε, T ) = 1/(e β(ε−µ) + 1) with β = k B T and µ indicating the chemical potential.
DC transport within Kubo linear response theory
Now that we set up the stage for the self-consistent calculation of the Green's function, let us focus on the dc conductivity, σ dc . We calculate σ dc using Kubo linear response theory and diagrammatic perturbation theory in Matsubara frequencies, as described in various textbooks (see e.g. Refs. [45, 46] ).
Within the SCBA this implies the summation of all ladder diagrams shown in Fig. 4 and it corresponds to calculate the following sum
with P xx (iε l , iε l+n ) denoting the current-current correlation function,
where ε l+n and ε l are fermionic Matsubara frequencies, the trace is over the spin variables and j x is the bare current, j x = ev x . In Eq.(19) the renormalized charge current, J x (p, iε l , iε m ), is given by (20) which corresponds to the diagrammatic equation shown in Fig. 5 . Starting from Eqs. (18) (19) performing the sum over Matsubara frequencies and after analytic continuation, in the zero-frequency limit, at a temperature T , we obtain the following expression for the conductivitỹ where the superscript AR (RR) indicate that the first argument is advanced (retarded) and the second retarded, i.e. P AR xx (ε, ε) = P xx (ε − i, . ε + i) . and
Before coming to the discussion of the results, let us rewrite the conductivity in terms of simple integrals. The self-consistent equation for the current can be solved noting that, due to symmetry arguments the renormalized current J x must have the same matrix structure of the bare current 9, so that we can write:
whereα(iε l , iε m ) satisfies the following self-consistent equation:
Equation (23) in turn yields the following result for the renormalized anomalous vertex:α
where we introduced the quantities A(iε l , iε m ) and α 0 (iε l , iε m ) given by:
By replacing Eqs. (9) and (22) in Eq. (19) , the correlation function P xx (iε l , iε m ) can be in turn expressed as follows
where we introduced the function P 0 (iε l , iε m ),
that in the absence of Rashba coupling yields the only non-vanishing contribution to the conductivity.
Zero temperature results
The equations given above allow for a fully self-consistent numerical calculation of single-particle and transport properties of a two-dimensional electron gas with Rashba spin-orbit coupling. In the zero-temperature limit the properties and the physics of such self-consistent solution have been discussed in Ref. [5] . There we also showed that accurate, approximate analytical results for the self-energy and the conductivity can be obtained in the weak-disorder limit (WDL), Γ 0 E F , E 0 . In this limit we can in particular (i) approximate the spectral functions
(ii) neglect the RR contributions in Eq. (21) . The purpose of this Section is to give an overview of the numerical and analytical results in the zero temperature limit. A detailed derivation of the analytical results may be found in the appendix of Ref. [5] and in Ref. [6] . Here we limit ourselves to schematically summarize the analytical results in Table 1 .
A strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling has remarkable effects both on the single-particle and on the transport properties of a two-dimensional electrongas.
Let us first consider the effects on the single-particle properties. The vanishing of the quasi-particle velocity, v ps at |p| = p 0 yields a van-Hove singularity in the density of states N (E) and in the quasi-particle scattering rate. As explained above, these two quantities are indeed related and, as shown in Table 1 , they have both a square-root divergence as E → 0. The self-consistent DOS shows the signatures of the van Hove singularity, that is however smeared in the the presence of disorder, as one can see in Figure 6 (a), where we compare the approximate analytic DOS and the self-consistent one. There we can also notice that a consequence of the smearing of the van Hove DSO regime E F < E 0 , n < n 0 Table 1 : Analytical results in the weak disorder limit, N 0 = m/π and σ n0 = n 0 τ 0 /m singularity is the presence of a shift, ∆ edge , of the lower band edge, so that the lower "effective" band edge where n = 0 is identified byẼ F = E F +∆ edge = 0. The overall behavior of the density of states as a function of E 0 and E F is instead shown in Fig.6(b) . It is interesting to note that, as first shown in Ref. [37] , the change in the behavior of the density of states can be interpreted as an effective dimensional transition associated to the change of topology of the Fermi surface. The transition is also accompanied by a change in the dependence of the total electronic density on E F , shown in Figure 7 (a). We now come to the discussion of dc transport. In Figure 7 (b) we show the renormalized vertexα RA as a function of the density. As one can see, while in the HD regime we haveα RA = 0, in the DSO regime the vertex becomes non-vanishing and it tends to α as the density goes to zero as summarized in Table 1 . The behavior of the renormalized vertex has been studied by various authors [38, 39, 41, 42, 43] in the context of the spin-Hall effect. In the stationary limit, in both regimes the spin-Hall conductivity of the Rashba model has to vanish [44] . In the HD regime the vanishing of the renormalized vertex directly yields a vanishing spin-Hall conductivity. In the DSO regime instead the spin-Hall conductivity vanishes due to a cancellation between on-shell RA and off-shell RR contributions as first noted in Ref. [39] . The consequences of a non-zero anomalous vertex are thus not visible in the spin-Hall effect. On the contrary, as we now show and discussed in Refs. [5, 6] , the presence of a non-zero anomalous vertex has important consequences on charge transport.
The behavior of the conductivity as a function of the density for different values of E 0 is shown in Figure 8(a) . We notice that, while in the HD regime, the dc conductivity is simply given by Drude formula independently on how large is E 0 , in the DSO regime, instead, it is strongly suppressed. This result has a two-fold origin, (i) the increase of the quasi-particle scattering rate; (ii) the presence of a non-zero renormalization of the anomalous velocity.
To understand this statement it is useful to analyze in more details Eqs. (27) that defines the conductivity through equation (21) . The RR contribution becomes relevant only close to the band-edge while the behavior of the conductivity at finite densities is determined by P RA . The latter is given by
where as in the previous section the superscript RA means that the first argument is retarded while the second is advanced. Starting from the above equation it is not difficult to understand why the conductivity is smaller than Drude result. Indeed one can show (see e.g. the Appendix of Ref. [6] ) that P RA 0 always yields a Drude-like contribution to the conductivity, while the second term is negative sinceα RA ≤ α and all other terms are positive, in particular 1 − A RA > 0.
As shown in Fig.8a as soon as the system enters the dominant SO coupling regime the conductivity as a function of the density deviates from Drude law and it becomes sublinear, the transition happening at n = n 0 . This behavior is well reproduced by the approximate formula shown in Table 1 , which yields a "universal" dependence of σ/σ n 0 as a function of n/n 0 , as shown in Fig.8b . The accuracy of the analytical formula and the deviations from Drude law emerge more clearly if we consider the mobility µ t ≡ σ/(e n) plotted in Fig.  8c . There we compare different theories for the mobility:
• Drude theory with the fully self-consistent quasi-particle scattering rate, i.e. µ Drude ∼ τ /m with τ = 1/(2Γ);
• Drude theory with the quasi-particle scattering rate estimated with WDL approximation i.e. µ
W DL
Drude ∼ τ WDL /m with τ = 1/(2Γ W DL )
• the fully self-consistent theory, µ t ;
• the WDL approximation to the mobility including vertex corrections,
We remark that WDL results are those summarized in Table 1 . As one can see, even accounting for the enhancement of the scattering rate at E F < E 0 , Drude formula, µ Drude , fails both qualitatively and quantitatively to describe the behavior of the mobility in the DSO regime. Indeed using the results given in Table1, we obtain
The additional suppression coming from the factor in parenthesis, due to vertex corrections, changes the qualitative behavior of the mobility and, as shown in Fig. 8(d) is needed to accurately describe µ t over a broad range of SO coupling strengths and densities. The deviations of µ W DL from µ t at low density are mostly due to the wrong estimate of the elastic scattering rate given by the WDL. The divergence of the mobility in the extreme diluted limit (shaded region in in Fig.8(d) ) is related to the vanishing of Γ within first order self-consistent Born approximation.
To get further insight into the physical meaning of the different approximations, we now rewrite the RA response function in the chiral basis as the sum of an intra-plus an inter-band contribution. To this end we go back to Eq. (27) that defines the structure of P RA xx and we rewrite explicitly all the different terms as follows:
Starting from the above expression it is straightforward to identify intra-and inter-band contributions to P RA xx and recast it as follows:
, where
The interband term, P RA inter , is always negligible as long as the disorder-induced broadening of the spectral functions does not overcome the energy difference between the chiral bands. We can then focus on the intraband term only, so that in the weak disorder limit σ dc can be recast as:
where we used also g
With some simple algebra, from the above equation is possible to recover the WDL expression for the conductivity given in Table 1 . In addition, we notice that from Eq.(32) the conductivity can be recast as a sum of two contributions coming from the two branches of the Fermi surface that, as explained in Section 2.2 correspond to different values of the transport helicity. In this way it is not difficult to show (see the Supplementary Material of [5] for more details) that the total conductivity can be written in both DSP and HD regimes as:
with σ η = v F τ tr η p η /(4π) where v F = 2E F /m while p η and τ tr η denote respectively the Femi momentum and and the transport scattering time in each transport helicity band. As one can easily show the Fermi momentum is given by p η = |mv F − p 0 | while τ tr η is defined as
It is interesting to note that, as one may expect, the above expressions and all the WDL results can also be derived using the Boltzmann approach without making use of diagrammatic perturbation theory, i.e. Boltzmann approximation can be recovered from the weak disorder limit of the quantum Kubo results, see e.g. [5] .
Thermal signatures of the DSO regime
The purpose of this Section is two-fold. On one hand we aim at clarifying how robust is unconventional transport with respect to temperature-induced broadening. On the other hand we would like to investigate at which extent signatures of Rashba spin-orbit coupling may be found also looking at the temperature dependence of transport and equilibrium properties.
Let us remark that, as discussed in a number of works, (see e.g. Refs. [49, 50] ) to fully describe low-temperature charge transport in two-dimensional semiconductors one should include the effect of screened Coulomb interactions along with the temperature dependence of the electronic polarizability. Here, however, we limit ourselves to consider only non-interacting electrons and short-range impurities, we thus neglect screening effects that will be the subject of a future work. Furthermore we neglect the effects of electronphonon coupling.
We start by looking at the smearing of the dependence of the density on the chemical potential, µ, shown in Fig. 9(a) . The finite temperature results, represented by the solid lines, are obtained by integrating numerically the self-consistent density of states, as prescribed by Eq. (17) . To this end we evaluate the density of states on a wide range of energies, W E 0 k B T , with a suitably fine mesh δε k B T . Indeed, as we shall discuss below, the behavior at finite temperature depends on the way the temperature T induces the crossover from the DSO to the HD regime, so that some additional care is required to properly describe the competition between the three relevant energy scales set by T , E F and E 0 . In Fig. 9(a) we notice that, as one may expect, finite temperature effects are most relevant close to the band-edge and they remain significant in the DSO regime while they become negligible in the HD regime. This can be understood considering that, as explained above, due to the change in the Fermi surface topology, the transition from the HD to the DSO regime can be considered as a transition from an effectively two-dimensional to a one-dimensional electron gas. As a result, similarly to what happen in standard 2DEGs, in the HD regime, even in the presence of a finite Rashba coupling, the effect of the temperature on the density is exponentially small. On the contrary, in the DSO regime it remains finite analogously to what happens in one-dimensional electron gases. Also the conductivity, whose finite temperature behavior can be obtained by evaluating numerically Eq. (21) with the fully self-consistent RR and RA response functions, displays a similar dichotomic behavior. Indeed as shown in Fig. 9(b) , finite temperature effects are visible in the DSO regime while they become negligible in the HD regime.
In Fig.10 (a) and 10(b) we investigate the temperature dependence of the chemical potential and of the conductivity for different doping regimes. Specifically, in Fig.10(a) , we plot the difference ∆µ(T ) = µ(T ) − E F , for three different fillings, namely, n = 0.8 n 0 and n = 1.5 n 0 , corresponding to the DSO and the HD regimes, and n = n 0 , corresponding to the degeneracy point where the two bands touch. The results are represented by the solid lines and they are obtained by inverting numerically Eq. (17) with the fully self-consistent density of states keeping the density fixed across the whole temperature range. Similarly, in Fig.10(b) the solid lines represent ∆σ = σ(T )−σ(T = 0) and they are obtained by evaluating numerically the integral in Eq. (21) with the fully self-consistent response functions and the chemical potential given by the inversion of Eq. (17) . In the HD regime we notice that, as expected, both the chemical potential and the conductivity show a rather weak dependence on the temperature. Thermal effects become instead much stronger at the degeneracy point and in the DSO regime, in particular for the conductivity.
To gain some analytical understanding of the above results, we can estimate the integrals in Eqs. (17) and (21) using Sommerfeld expansion [51] . By doing so it is not difficult to show that the chemical potential has the following approximate dependence on the Fermi energy and on the temperature in the DSO regime:
which, using the approximate expression for the density of states give in Table 1 , yields
exactly the same result one would obtain in ordinary one-dimensional electron gases. In Figure 10 (a), Sommerfeld approximation, i.e. the r.h.s. of Eq. (36) , is represented by the dashed black line. There we see that Sommerfeld approximation is generally very accurate and it fails only due to the finite energy range of the DSO regime, i.e. very close to the band edge and close to the transition to the HD regime for (E 0 −E F )/(k B T ) ∼ 1. The latter condition is realized in Fig. 10(a) at T ∼ 30K. Interestingly, Eq. (36) shows that thermal effects are universal, i.e. they do not depend on the value of E 0 as long as the system is in the DSO regime. This fact also emerges quite clearly in Fig.11(a) where we plot the difference, ∆µ between the chemical potential at T = 25K and the Fermi energy as a function of the Fermi energy. We indeed see that the approximation given by Sommerfeld expansion is accurate independently on the value of E 0 as long as the system is in the DSO regime. In this Figure we can also appreciate the "dimensional nature" of the transition between the DSO and the HD regime. Let us now apply Sommerfeld expansion to describe the temperature dependence of the conductivity. To this end we start from Eq.(21), we integrate it by parts and we employ Sommerfeld expansion to estimate the integral. We recall that in this case the final result stems from two factors: the smearing of the Fermi function and the temperature dependence of the chemical potential. Including both effects we arrive at the following expression:
where we used Eq.(35) for the chemical potential andσ dc (T ) indicates the temperature dependent conductivity as given by Eq. (21) while σ dc and σ dc are the derivative of the zero temperature conductivity with respect to E F .
Using the expressions given in Table 1 and indicating as ∆σ the difference between the finite temperature and the zero temperature conductivity, i.e. ∆σ =σ(T ) − σ(T = 0), we can recast Eq.(37) as follows:
which in terms of the density becomes
In spite of the many approximations done in its derivation, Eq. (38) provides a rather accurate description of the temperature dependence of the conductivity in the DSO regime. This can be seen in particular in Fig. 10(b) where the analytical results represented by the dashed black line follow quite closely the numerical ones. A more comprehensive view can be instead gained by looking at Fig. 11(b) . There we compare the thermal average of the selfconsitent conductivity, given by the numerical evaluation of Eq. (21), and the approximation provided by Sommerfeld expansion, (solid and dashed lines respectively) across a wide range of densities. We notice that, as expected, Sommerfeld approximation is accurate only deep in the DSO regime, while it does not include band-edge effects as well as the transition from the DSO to the HD regime which gives rise to a negative correction to the conductivity with increasing temperature, as also evident from Fig.9 .
Conclusions
In summary, in the present manuscript we outlined the behavior of the cd transport properties of the Rashba metal in the presence of point-like impurities, which represent the dominant source of scattering in the lowtemperature regime. As it was previously discussed in Ref. [5] , already at T = 0 strong Rashba interaction is able to induce a remarkable deviation of the dc conductivity from the standard Drude-like result. Such deviations are observable in the so-called DSO regime, i.e. when the Rashba energy E 0 overcomes the fermi energy E F . In this case σ dc shows a sub-linear dependence on the electron density, that could be in principle tested by direct measurement of the transport in gated devices, where the density can be tuned continuously. In the present manuscript we investigated how robust are these finding as a function of the temperature. In general, whenever E 0 remains the dominant energy scales the anomalous density dependence in the DSO regime is preserved, as shown explicitly in Fig. 9b . In addition, systems in the DSO regime can also show a sizable temperature such temperature dependence may provide an alternative method to estimate the value of E 0 . Measuring such temperature dependence may be used to estimate the value of n 0 and thus E 0 , once the density is known.
